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Topic: lmplementation of RPP indexes in Apache Jackrabbit Oak

Hierarchical databases come with property-and-path (PP) indexes that include information

about not only values but also the structure of the data. Paths that index the same proper-

ty and value appear in distinct parts of the PP index and can be updated concurrently. This

can lead to path conflicts and transaction aborts when insertions/deletions into different paths

propagate to common ancestor nodes.

The Robust PP (RPP) [2] index was proposed to reduce the number of path conflicts and their

ensuing transaction aborts. An RPP index identifies volatile nodes in the index, i.e., nodes

that are repeatedly inserted/deleted and which are a frequent source of path conflicts between

concurrent transactions. Volatile nodes are not deleted from an RPP index anymore to avoid

concurrent writes to the same nodes. This reduces the number of path conflicts, but grows the

size of the index. As a result, the query time is increased. This tradeoff can be controlled with

the volatility threshold r, which determines after how many insertions and deletions of a node

it is classified as volatile. The smaller r, the quicker a node is classified as volatile and more

path conflicts can be prevented. On the other hand, query times increase for small r, because

the index is bigger.

The goal of this project is to study and implement RPP indexes. ln an experimental evaluation

the impact of volatility threshold r on the abort ratio and the query performance should be

studied. RPP indexes should be implemented in the hierarchical distributed database system

Apache Jackrabbit Oak [1].
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Tasks

1. Literature study on PP and RPP indexes [2].

2. lmplement an RPP index in Apache Jackrabbit Oak [1].

r lmplement the volatility computation for the document node store.

o lmplement the RPP index. An RPP index on property ,k must support the following

interface:

- insert(value, path)

- delete(value, path)

- query(value, path)

3. Evaluate your implementation of an RPP index experimentally.

¡ Use the DELL dataset provided to you.

o Evaluate the abort ratio in terms of the volatility threshold r.

¡ Evaluate the query performance in terms of the volatility threshold z.

4. Summarize your findings in a short report.

OptionalTasks

Execute the following additional experiments

o Evaluate the throughput of your RPP index implementation

o Evaluate the RPP index for different write and read skews.
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